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ABSTRACT
Pham, Diem-Trang. MS. The University of Memphis. May 2016. An
alignment-free method for profiling microbial community using Genomic Specific
Markers. Major Professor: Dr. Vinhthuy Phan.
Metagenomics is a study of DNA collected from the environmental samples in
order to understand microbial taxonomy and their functional capabilities. Taxomonic
profiling, which is to identify and quantify the abundances of microbial genomes in
metagenomic samples, is one of the most important and challenging problems in
analyzing metagenomic data. Alignment-based method requires alignment of reads from
metagenomic samples to reference genomes and can be a computationally expensive and
time consuming since microbial communities usually consist of hundreds to thousands of
environmental microbial species. In this work, we introduce an efficient alignment-free
method that creates an index of microbial genomes using Genome Specific Marker, which
is a marker occurs uniquely in one genome or specifically in group of genomes and is used
to specifically represent a genome. The index will be used to estimate abundances in the
metagenomic samples. In a controlled study at different levels of contamination, our
method was able to achieve higher accuracy compared to current composition-based
methods in estimating abundances of species with very competitive running time.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Metagenomics is a study of DNA collected from the environmental samples in
order to understand microbial taxonomy and their functional capabilities. In
metagenomics, the metagenomic samples come from heterogeneous communities of
microbial or organisms, contrast to classical genommics, where the sample is from a
single organism. In order to analyze metagenomic samples, it is necessary to have access
to all reference genomes of those microbial organisms. With the development of genome
sequencing technologies, such as Next Generation Sequencing (NGS), RNA-Seq, or
single cell sequencing, researchers have various ways to profile entire microbial
communities from complex samples, discover new organisms, and explore microbial
populations under different conditions [2]. Metagenomic data normally provides
information to explore two problems: Taxonomic analysis and Functional analysis.
Taxonomic analysis answers the question Who is in the sample and how many of them in
the sample? and Functional analysis answers What do these organisms do?.

Fig. 1.1: Human microbiome sites.
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On human body, samples can be take from many spots (Figure 2.1 1 ), such as,
skin, mouth, gut, intestines or urogenital tract,... Recent metagenomic studies have
revealed that microbiota can interact with their hosts to influence and contribute to health,
growth [3], and the knowledge of the microbial composition in the human gut can help
understand the critical role played by these organisms in complex human disorders which
determines human health [4]. Therefore, identification and quantification of the microbial
community, which is a goal of taxonomic analysis, that inhabits human body can help to
personalize medicine.
Currently, metagenomics study still presents several challenges [1][5]. First,
metagenomic data is complex and large and requires very efficient algorithms and
computational resources to process large information in an appropriate amount of time.
Second, metagenomic sample is contaminated by the host DNA, causing misleading
analysis of community composition. Moreover, compared to amplicon sequences, it
would be relatively expensive to generate metagenomes when host DNA outnumbers
microbial DNA in the sample.
A number of approaches have been developed, including analyzing taxonomically
informative gene markers, assembling sequences into genomes and clustering sequences
(binning) into taxonomic groups. Marker gene analysis is considered as the most efficient
way of profiling metagenomic sample. In this approach, metagenomic reads are matched
to a database of informative gene markers and sequence or phylogenetic similarity is used
to annotate each match. Despite the efficiency, this approach depends on the database of
marker genes, lacking of marker genes or bad properties of marker genes can affect the
accuracy. Assembly approach tries to find and merge metagenomic reads from the same
genome in to longer sequences, and using that complete or nearly complete genome to
retrieve information about the composition of the organisms in community. The
disadvantages of this approach are difficulty in assembling genomes of rare organisms, or
1
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assembling reads from the same family since some part of these genome sequences are
similar. Binning approach generally have three methods: fragment recruitment,
alignment-based (sequence similarity or homology-based) and alignment-free (sequence
composition or composition-based).

Fig. 1.2: Analytical strategies to determine which taxa are present in a metagenome. [1]

Alignment-based methods normally classify the metagenomic sample by using
BLAST [6] to align metagenomes against the reference database. Typically, millions or
billions of metagenomes are classified by mapping to reference database, which may be
consisted of thousands genomes. In MG-RAST [7], metagenomes are classified by
aligning to reference database. MetaPhlAn [8] uses only marker genes, which are
clade-specific genes, to reduce the time of BLAST search, and PhymmBL [9] classifies by
using intergrated score obtained by combining interpolated Markov models score with
3

BLAST score. GASiC [10] estimates abundances by accounting for the reference genome
similarities. Alignment-based method has been shown to be accurate, however, it requires
a large amount of time and resources. Alignment-based method requires alignment of
reads to reference genome database, as a reason, time as well as powerful computational
resources are demanded when the database consists of large number of sequences.
In general, alignment-free methods use conserved compositional features of
genomes for classification. Reference genomes in database are analyzed to keep only
sequence characteristics and thus identification process does not need to query the large
database. Taxy [11] uses k-mer distribution in reference genomes and metagenomes and
uses mixture modeling to identify the organisms. RAIphy [12] uses k-mer to build relative
abundance index, classification metric and the iterative algorithm to refine the model and
estimate the abundance. CLARK [13] assigns reads to the reference genome using
target-specific or discriminative k-mers, which is genomic regions that uniquely
characterize each genome. FOCUS [14] counts k-mer frequencies from reference
genomes and metagenomes to build an index matrix and applies Non-negative least
squares to estimate the relative abundance of each organism in the database.
Alignment-free method have been proven to be efficient for the analysis of metagenomes,
however its accuracy depends on not only the selection of informative reference genomes,
which are used to find sequence characteristics, but also sequencing error of the samples.
In this thesis, we introduce a new alignment-free approach that uses genomic
specific markers of reference genomes to build an index for efficient profiling. We
explored three formulations to identify organisms and report their abundances in
metagenome sample. Our method also compared favorably to three other
composition-based approaches FOCUS [14], RAIphy [12] and CLARK [13], and one
marker-gene analysis approach MetaPhlAn [8] at several levels of host contamination.
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Chapter 2
Related Work
2.1

Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) in Metagenomics
With the development of genome sequencing technologies, such as Next

Generation Sequencing (NGS), RNA-Seq, or single cell sequencing, researchers have
various ways to profile entire microbial communities from complex samples, discover new
organisms, and explore microbial populations under different conditions. One advantage
of NGS is allowing researchers to sequence thousands of organisms in parallel and with
the ability to combine many samples in a single sequencing run and obtain high sequence
coverage per sample, NGS metagenomic sequencing [15][16] is capable to effectively
detect very low abundance members of the microbial community which is hard or
expensive to identify using other methods. Popular NGS methods metagenomics studies
include: Shotgun metagenomics, 16S rRNA sequencing, Microbial whole-genome
sequencing and de novo assembly.
• Shotgun metagenomics sequencing [17] allows researchers to evaluate bacteria
diversity and detect the abundance of microbes in different environments and it is
also a mean to study unculturable microorganisms which are difficult to analyze.
• 16S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) [18] sequencing method is used to identify, compare
bacteria present within a sample and this is also a well-established method to study
phylogeny and taxonomy of complex community.
• Microbial and de novo [19] whole-genome sequencing methods are used to generate
reference genomes and study novel organisms.
2.2

Taxonomic profiling problem
Taxonomic profiling problem, which is a common problem in metagenomics, is to

identify and quantify organisms in sample. Metagenomic samples can be collected from
environment or human body sites.
5

Fig. 2.1: Taxonomic profiling problem.

2.3

Existing methods
In this section, we will introduce some approaches which have shown their

outperforming compare to other approaches. Among those approaches, FOCUS, RAIphy,
CLARK and MetaPhlAn are selected to compare our results later due to their availability
for using customized database as well as their efficiency in both time and results.
CLARK [13] has been proposed by Ounit et al. recently. CLARK is an
alignment-free method. In this method, number of occurrences of all possible k-mers in
targets (or genomes) are counted, then common k-mers are removed. The remaining
k-mers are called target-specific or discriminative, since they uniquely represent each
genome. For every k-mer w, The index, which is a hash table, is consisted of (i) the ID of
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the genome, (ii) number of distinct genomes containing k-mer w and (iii) the number of
occurrences of k-mer w in all the genomes. For every read, when k-mer is exactly
matched to a specific k-mer set of a genome, a hit is counted. Read is assigned to a
genome which has the highest number of hits.
FOCUS: Silva et al. [14] introduced an alignment-free method using non-negative
least square to solve for the abundances. Training matrix A, which is composed of m
k-mer frequencies from n genomes, is built by using Jellyfish to count k-mer frequencies
on both strands from the reference genomes. Vector b is k-mer frequencies from the
sample. FOCUS applied non-negative least square to compute x, which is an optimal
possible abundance of k-mers in the samples, by solving
1
f (x) = ||Ax − b||2
2
where x ≥ 0 and

n
P

(2.1)

xi = 1. Currently, FOCUS supports k-mer with length 6, 7, 8.

i=1

GASiC [10] (Genome Abundance Similarity Correction) is an alignment-based
method, in which they use similarity matrix and observed abundances in a linear system of
equations to estimate the corrected abundance with some constraints. Observed
abundances r are obtained by counting the number of reads matching to each genome
after aligning all reads to reference genomes. ri is the number of reads from the sample
that can be successfully aligned to genome i. Reference genomes are aligned to each other
to construct similarity matrix A, where ai j is estimated probability that a read from
genome j can be aligned to i. In the linear equations, c is true abundance which can be
estimated from A and r by applying non-negative LASSO problem to solve

argminc ||Ac − r||2

such that ci ≥ 0, ∀i and

P

(2.2)

|ci | ≤ 1. There are two constraints applied to enforce the result

i

to be meaningful. The first constraint is that the estimated abundance should be less than
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or equal the observed abundance. And the second constraints which takes into account the
presence of contaminated reads by allowing sum of the abundances can be less than or
equal to one.
MetaPhlAn [8] is a marker gene approach proposed by Segata et al. recently and
it is one of tools suggested by Human Microbiome Project [20][21] to use for
species-level metagenomic profiling because if its accuracy. First, all genomes are
independently processed to find their coding sequences (CDS). Then, those CDS are
clustered to obtain representatives of genome, named marker list. This set of
representatives of genomes are blasted to the genome again to identify which is not unique
in this set and exclude them from the marker list. Reads are aligned to a marker list to find
sequence matches and are assigned to the genome which has matched markers. In case
reads can be matched with markers from different genomes, the highest number of
matches (best hit) will be considered.
RAIphy [12] was introduced by Nalbantoglu et al. as an alignment-free method.
Relative Abundance Index (RAI) is defined as a measure of the relative abundance of
k-mers in genomic fragments. Each possible k-mer is given a score. RAI profile
raiGi (x1 , x2 , ..., xk ) for a genome Gi is a vector of k-mer scores x1 , x2 , ..., xk in that
genome, or also called as relative frequency counts of the k-mers observed in genome Gi .
Relative frequencies of occurrence for each k-mer in the reads fF (x1 , x2 , ..., xk ), also
called as the frequency of a k-mer in read, are computed. For each genome Gi , a
membership score EF [raiGi ] is computed by
EF [raiGi ] =

X

fF (x1 , x2 , ..., xk )raiGi (x1 , x2 , ..., xk )

(2.3)

x

If a k-mer occurs frequently, its frequency of occurrence is high and RAI value of the
k-mer in genome is positive. And the more k-mer occurs, the higher its frequency and
RAI value is. Membership score for matching genome is higher than membership score
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for mismatched genome and if two reads are in the same genome or share the RAI profile,
they attain higher membership score. From a set of genomes G = {G1 , G2 , ..., Gn } with
RAI profile {raiG1 , raiG2 , ..., raiGn }, a read is assigned to genome g by:

g = argmaxi EF [raiGi ]

9

(2.4)

Chapter 3
Method
Alignment-free method is a promising approach for analyzing huge and complex
metagenomic datasets. Unlike alignment-based method, it is based on one or more
sequence features, independent with reference databases, and combined with an algorithm
to classifying metagenomic samples. It is able to achieve accurate results and effectively
avoids the alignment of a huge number of fragments, which is usually computationally
intensive and time-consuming [22].
3.1

Index
Since composition-based method does not require full sequence alignment of

metagenomic samples to reference database, querying to the whole reference database
while processing metagenomes is not necessary, it is possible to compare only
compositional features in the references and the metagenomes. Reference genomes are
analyzed a head of time to find sequence characteristics, such as the k-mer composition
(i.e. the set of all possible sub-sequences with length k), and only those characteristics
should be retained. An index is a characteristic-based representation of reference
genomes.
As in other approaches, our method requires a set of microbial genomes, which are
denoted as G1 , ..., Gn , as a reference database. Genome markers are the informative
features that can be used to identify species. From those reference genomes, the index
matrix F ∈ Rm×n of all possible markers is built, where fi,j represents the frequency of
marker Mi in genome Gj on both strands.


 f1,1 f1,2 · · ·

 f2,1 f2,2 · · ·

F = .
..
..
 ..
.
.


fm,1 fm,2 · · ·
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f1,n 

f2,n 

.. 
. 


fm,n

(3.1)

For example, we have the reference genomes G1 = ACTAGTTAGCCCTACT,
G2 = ATCTAGTTA and length of k-mer is 3 nt, all overlapping possible 3-mers are
generated and counted for frequencies as following:

Fig. 3.1: Example on counting k-mer occurrences.

With marker length k, when the reference database is large, the number of rows in
matrix F would rise up to 4k , since there would be a chance for all markers to occur.
FOCUS [14] uses frequencies of all possible markers with length 7 on both strands
from reference genomes to build an index which is a matrix A composed of m markers
frequencies from n genomes. Then, the optimal possible abundance of markers in
metagenomes is computed by selecting the optimal number of frequencies from the matrix
A. Most of the elements in matrix A are non-zero elements, leads to tight linear equations
and therefore results in not accurate estimation since most of optimal abundances would
be zero.
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3.2

Genome Specific Marker
There are some existing methods [23] [24] using Genome Specific Marker (GSM)

showed good performance in identifying organisms. GSM, which is used to specifically
represent a genome, is a marker occurs uniquely in one genome or specifically in group of
genomes in the dataset. Since the unique markers are very specific to one genome, they
should be taken into account in identification process. A simple way to identify
genome-specific markers for a specific genome G can be done by enumerating over all
possible k-mers of a given length in G, and select those that only occur in G and no other
in the set of microbial genomes. Thus, the index F has the following form:


FGSM



0
 f1,1
 .
..
 ..
.



fi−1,1
0


 0
fi,2

 .
..
.
=
.
 .


fj−1,2
 0


 0
0

 .
..
 ..
.


0
0

···
..
.
···
···
...
···
···
..
.
···

0
..
.







0 


0 

.. 
. 



0 


fj,n 

.. 
. 


fm,n

(3.2)

From the Example in previous section, if we only select GSM, the index matrix
will be:
Not every genome has unique markers, increasing marker length is one way to
obtain unique markers for all genomes, and indeed Rosen et al.[25] and Edwards et al.[26]
have shown that longer markers also help improving accuracy. However, it leads to severe
challenge of computational capabilities since the number of unique markers could rise up
to millions [23]. For this problem, selecting specific non-unique markers could help
reducing burden of computer. Given a marker M , the global occurrence of M is defined as
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Fig. 3.2: Example on selecting GSMs.

the number of genomes contains M . Global occurrence shows how popular the marker is
in the whole dataset. Further, the local frequency of M is defined as the number of
occurrences of M in one specific genome. From these notation, we want to select those
markers with low global occurrences and high local frequencies. These markers are not
only more likely to be unique to G globally, but also occur more frequently in G. A marker
unique to G with a high local occurrence is useful in the presence of sequencing errors.
3.3

Abundance Estimation
Given a metagenomic sample containing reads from a mixture of microbial

genomes, we are interested in the relative proportion of each microbial genome in the
sample. To accomplish this, we first determine the occurrences of the markers used to
create the index F . Specifically, let ci (for 1 ≤ i ≤ m) be the occurrences of marker Mi in
the metagenomic sample. Let C ∈ Rm represent the occurrences of the markers in the
sample.
We investigated three different variations of an alignment-free method for profiling
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abundances of microbial communities. Since the method does not employ the alignment
of reads to reference genomes, we can avoid large indices that are often required. The
construction and utilization of a large index for thousands of microbial genomes can be
computationally prohibitive. The main idea of the method is based on solving linear
equations to find optimal solutions that satisfy specific constraints. The goal is to
determine the abundance of each genome from the sample.
Let x ∈ Rn be abundances of the genomes in the sample. If marker Mi occurs fi,k
times and marker Mj occurs fj,k times in genomes Gk , there should be fi,k .x copies of
marker Mi and fj,k .x copies of marker Mj in the sample, where x is the number of copies
of genome Gk . In the ideal case where there is no sequencing errors and mutations, the
sample consists of only genomes from which we index (i.e. no other genomes aside from
G1 , ..., Gn ), the abundance of each genome can be found by solving the linear equation
F x = C,

fi,1 .x1 + fi,2 .x2 + ... + fi,m .xm = ci

(3.3)

With the presence of sequencing errors, mutations and unknown genomes, there
exist other genomes outside of the set G1 , ..., Gn which is likely to happen in real life, the
ideal case will not work, then we have:

fi,1 .x1 + fi,2 .x2 + ... + fi,m .xm ≤ ci

(3.4)

fi,1 .x1 + fi,2 .x2 + ... + fi,m .xm ≥ ci

(3.5)

or

We considered three variations of an optimization problem, in which instead of
finding the exact solution x, we find the optimal value of x, which satisfies certain
constraint. The three variations can be formulated, respectively, as a L1 -approximation
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problem (L1 ), a Non-Negative Least Square problem (L2 ), and a Linear Programming
problem (LP).
1. L1 -approximation: find x to minimize |F x − C|. This accounts for unknown
genomes.
2. Non-Negative Least Square: find x to minimize ||F x − C||2 . This also accounts for
unknown genomes.
3. Linear programming: find x to minimize the non-negative relationship: C − F x.
This formulation has the advantage of ensuring that xi ≤ ci . To turn this into a
linear program, we want to minimize y1 + ... + ym which are the abundances of
other unknown genomes, such that:
 
 x
F I  =C
y





(3.6)

where x, y > 0 and I is the identity matrix in Rm×n . The value of x and minimal
value of y for which F x + y = C is the solution we look for. y is the abundance of
other unknown genomes.
In all three variations, we put constraints to enforce the results to be meaningful,
i.e. each estimated abundance xi must be equal to or greater than 0, since meaningful
contributions only from those genomes with positive abundances.
3.4

Reducing Dimension of the Index
There are two potential problems with the index constructed by the way we just

described. First, the number of GSMs in each genome could be up to millions when GSM
length increases, it may cause the GSM matrix FGSM too large. Second, the distribution of
reads in metagenomic samples are not uniform leading under/over counting of occurrences
of markers in the sample, leading to inaccurate estimation of abundance. However, if we
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make the assumption that there is sufficiently many markers for each genome, then even if
the distribution of reads of a genome is not uniform, the totality of markers still adds up.
For example, genome G1 has genome-specific markers: M1 , · · · , Mi−1 , then

(

i−1
X

fk1 ,1 ) · x1 =

k1 =1

i−1
X

ck1 ,1

k1 =1

In matrix form, the reduced index is a diagonal matrix and has the following form:





Fr = 




P

k1 fk1 ,1

0
..
.

0
P

k2

0

···

0

fk2 ,2 · · ·
..
...
.

0

···

0
..
.
P

kn

fkn ,n











We try to reduce FGSM by summing frequencies of those GSMs which occur in
the same genomes. If row i-th and row j-th in FGSM are summed together, element i-th
and j-th in CGSM are also summed. When fi,k and fj,k are summed together, their total
copies in the sample should be (fi,k + fj,k ).x as well, where Mi and Mj are unique
markers of genome Gk , and x is the number of copies from genome Gk . After this step,
FGSM becomes a diagonal matrix Fr and its dimension could be much smaller than FGSM .
Similarly, the vector representing the occurrences of markers in the sample is
similarly reduced as:



c
 k1 k1 
P



 k2 ck2 
Cr = 

..


.




P
c
kn kn
P
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Chapter 4
Results
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our method by accuracy and
running time. First, we evaluate the accuracy improvement of selecting GSMs and
reducing index matrix by comparing results obtained from using all k-mers index matrix,
GSM index matrix and reduced GSM index matrix. Second, we compare Root Mean
Square Error (RMSE) and running time of GSM with other existing methods on the same
reference database and metagenomes. Given the true abundances ai and the estimated
abundances xi of genome Gi , i = 1...n, RMSE is defined as:
r Pn

i=1 (xi

RM SE =

n

− ai )2

.

(4.1)

Our method is implemented in Go language 1 , external tools named Gurobi [27]
version 6.0 is used to solve Linear Programming (LP ) and L1 -approximation (L1 ) and
open source python library named Scipy is used to solve Non-negative Least Square (L2 ).
4.1

Reference Genomes and Simulated Metagenome Datasets
As other composition-based approaches, our method requires a set of genomes for

reference database. In our experiments, reference database was built from 244 Human
Oral bacteria genomes, which were downloaded from NIH Human Microbiome Project
[20, 21] with sizes varying between 1,084,920 and 6,357,300 nt. Our method also allows
the user to use their own genomes to build the reference databases. For each genome in
the database, if there exists more than one contig, those contigs are concatenated and
treated as a single sequence.
Since there is no information on correct abundances from real metagenome
samples, we have to use simulated samples in order to evaluate the performance of our
method. We generated simulated metagenomes datasets from low to high coverages 1x,
5x, 10x, 20x. From 244 reference genomes in database, we randomly assigned abundance
1

www.golang.org
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to each genome according to the coverage and metagenomes are generated by MetaSim
[28] using supplied error model of 454 sequencing technology with the average read
length is 100nt.
By using simulated samples, we have the real abundance profile of each dataset,
this helps us to have a quantitative evaluation between the real and predicted abundances
for those samples.
In our experiments, we fixed the length 7 for the case with all markers and length
14 for GSMs to have enough number of GSMs for computation. Increasing marker length
results in higher accuracy, however, it also increases the computational burden and
running time. All genomes in our reference database have unique markers with length 14,
and 231 of 244 genomes has more than 1000 unique markers.
4.2

Validating GSM selection
In order to show the improvement in accuracy obtained by selecting GSMs and

reducing the GSM matrix compare to selecting all markers, we built index matrix F from
all 7-mers, FGSM from top 128 GSMs with length 14, which were selected by low global
occurences and high local frequencies, and Fr is a reduced matrix of FGSM , then ran
experiments with three formulations on simulated metagenomes datasets. The RMSE of
LP , L1 and L2 are compared in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Comparison of Root Mean Square Error of LP , L1 , L2 on four different
datasets using all 7-mer, 128 GSMs with length 14 to build index matrix and reduced
index matrix.
Variation
LP
454 1x
1.099
454 5x
3.310
454 10x
6.680
454 20x 12.307

All 7-mer
L1
1.537
4.344
9.002
16.528

GSM 14-mer
L2
LP
L1
L2
1.445
1.000 0.640 0.503
4.146
3.114 1.830 1.696
8.318
5.952 3.342 3.196
15.831 10.600 6.154 5.943

GSM 14-mer (reduced)
LP
L1
L2
0.496 0.496 0.496
1.680 1.680 1.680
3.166 3.166 3.166
5.881 5.881 5.881

The results show that FGSM gave more accurate estimated abundances than F , and
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Fr is even better than FGSM . Moreover, we observed that in the reduced version, results
from L1 , L2 and LP are same, because vector y for unknown genomes are now minimized
to 0. For each dataset 1x, 5x, 10x, 20x, using GSM index matrix can correctly identify
244, 205, 219, 237 genomes, respectively, compare to 67, 58, 56, 64 genomes when using
all markers index matrix. This means GSM index matrix indeed helps to identify genomes.
Since Fr is a reduced matrix, it could reduce any number of GSMs, not only
limited to 128, we tried to select more GSMs in order to decide the best number of GSMs
to obtain optimized estimation. Dataset 454 20x with highest coverage was chosen to run
this experiment with LP . Three variations give the same results, therefore it doesn’t
matter which result is chosen to compare.

Table 4.2: Comparison of Root Mean Square Error of LP on Dataset 454 20x using
different number of GSMs to build index matrix.
128 GSMs 512 GSMs 1024 GSMs All GSMs
5.881
5.726
5.650
4.628
From Table 4.2, the index built from all GSMs gave us the best result, since it took
into account all unique markers of a genome, resulting in better distribution throughout
the reference genome. From now on, we use results from reduced matrix for further
analysis and comparison.
4.3

Experimental Results on Non-contaminated Samples
For evaluation with other approaches, we compare our method to FOCUS,

RAIphy, CLARK and MetaPhlAn, since they allow user to customize the reference
database. The same set of 244 Human Oral bacteria genomes was used to build database
for all four tools. In FOCUS, we set the minimum relative abundance to show to 0 so that
it can result which genome is not in the sample. In MetaPhlAn, sensitive-local is set for
bowtie2 alignment as recommended to avoid overly sensitive hits. Both FOCUS and
RAIphy were run using default parameters where k-mer length is 7 nt. CLARK use k-mer
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length 31 nt as default, but for comparison purpose, we set k-mer length 7 nt in CLARK.
All tools were run on the same machine with 8 cores Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-1620 v2
@ 3.70GHz and 48 GB RAM. We compare RMSE and running time of four tools and
GSM with reduced matrix Fr . Running time is the total minutes needed to build database
and finish profiling.

Table 4.3: Comparison of FOCUS, RAIphy, CLARK, MetaPhlAn and GSM on (a) Root
Mean Square Error and (b) Running Time with simulated samples generated using 454
sequencing technology.

454
454
454
454

454
454
454
454

(a) RMSE
RAIphy CLARK MetaPhlAn GSM
0.617
0.608
0.626
0.310
2.120
1.729
0.441
1.318
4.115
3.428
0.875
2.570
7.243
6.003
1.347
4.628

1x
5x
10x
20x

FOCUS
1.238
2.928
5.847
11.097

1x
5x
10x
20x

(b) Running Time (minutes)
FOCUS RAIphy CLARK MetaPhlAn GSM
4
227
2
42
67
6
589
5
89
69
7
1085
9
152
76
13
2166
16
250
94

Table 4.3(a) shows that our method outperforms FOCUS, RAIphy and CLARK on
accuracy. Our method, RAIphy, CLARK and MetaPhlAn can correctly identify at least
84% number of genomes present in the sample, but FOCUS only correctly reported at
most 20% number of genomes. as we can see from Table 4.3(b), CLARK has the best
efficient running time. FOCUS depends on the efficiency of Jellyfish 1.1.6 [29] to count
the occurences of k-mers, and it could save the running time a lot, from the result, FOCUS
always has low running time. RAIphy produces better results than FOCUS in terms of
accuracy, but it took RAIphy much more time than FOCUS to run. We observe that
FOCUS only took time in minutes to finish, GSM needed at least one hour, and RAIphy
needed much more time than GSM, approximately 36 hours to finish dataset 454 20x
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which has highest coverage, since it only runs on one core. But GSM still can reduce
running time in case the number of cores increase. MetaPhlAn has the best accuracy and
moderate running time among the tools, since it could take advantage of both having
different lengths in gene markers and alignment.
4.4

Experimental Results on Contaminated Samples
As mentioned, one of challenges in metagenomics study comes from contaminated

sample. Therefore, we would like to challenge our method with contamination. We
generate simulated samples with different level of contamination. Contaminated reads
were generated from Human genomes and added to four simulated metagenomes datasets
454 1x. 454 5x, 454 10x and 454 20x. The number of contaminated reads added to the
datasets is proportion to the original size of each metagenomes dataset, i.e., the larger
dataset is, the more contamination it has. We kept the databases of each tool and ran the
experiments again with the new contaminated metagenomes in order to evaluate how
precisely each tool can profile. As the previous experiments, we also monitored and
compared the running time of each tool profiling on each dataset.
The results are still consistent with contaminated samples as shown in Table
4.4(a)(b) and (c), MetaPhlAn has the best accuracy, following by our method. Even there
are contaminations in the samples, our method, CLARK, MetaPhlAn and RAIphy still can
identify more than 80% number of genomes, in contrast to FOCUS, which only reports
20%. Contamination affects only the accuracy of estimated abundances, not genomes
identification. RMSE error of MetaPhlAn did not increase along with the contamination
level, this clearly showed the advantages of alignment method compare to other
alignment-free methods. Explanation for decreasing RMSE of GSM is that frequencies of
some GSMs were undercounted in non-contaminated samples are now fortunately
counted from those added contaminated reads, resulting in better accuracy.
In comparison of running time, CLARK was not the fastest tool, FOCUS showed
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competition with CLARK. From the result, even when the number of reads in the samples
are doubled, the running time of our method are not doubly increased.
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Table 4.4: Conparison of Root Mean Square Error of FOCUS, RAIphy, CLARK,
MetaPhlAn and GSM with different level of contamination.
(a) Contamination = 1%
RMSE
FOCUS RAIphy CLARK MetaPhlAn
454 1x
1.226
0.629
0.611
0.626
454 5x
2.925
2.142
1.735
0.441
454 10x 5.836
4.161
3.439
0.875
454 20x 11.091
7.327
6.022
1.346

454
454
454
454

1x
5x
10x
20x

Running Time (minutes)
FOCUS RAIphy CLARK MetaPhlAn GSM
4
226
2
44
67
5
596
6
93
70
7
1123
10
155
76
11
2187
20
254
96

(b) Contamination = 5%
RMSE
FOCUS RAIphy CLARK MetaPhlAn
454 1x
1.186
0.682
0.624
0.626
454 5x
2.900
2.250
1.764
0.441
454 10x 5.812
4.376
3.493
0.874
454 20x 11.065
7.734
6.18
1.346

454
454
454
454

1x
5x
10x
20x

1x
5x
10x
20x

GSM
0.265
1.253
2.428
4.339

Running Time (minutes)
FOCUS RAIphy CLARK MetaPhlAn GSM
4
234
2
45
68
5
635
6
88
71
7
1154
11
161
77
10
2277
21
297
95

(c) Contamination = 10%
RMSE
FOCUS RAIphy CLARK MetaPhlAn
454 1x
1.367
0.790
0.646
0.626
454 5x
2.892
2.414
1.811
0.441
454 10x 5.800
4.695
3.577
0.874
454 20x 11.055
8.348
6.282
1.346

454
454
454
454

GSM
0.299
1.302
2.538
4.559

GSM
0.232
1.217
2.341
4.167

Running Time (minutes)
FOCUS RAIphy CLARK MetaPhlAn GSM
4
246
3
45
68
5
648
6
91
71
7
1212
11
162
78
11
2396
22
309
95
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Chapter 5
Discussion and Future Work
In the previous chapters, we introduced an alignment-free method for
metagenomic profiling. However, our method cannot be completely verified due to
experimental design problems. In this section, we report our current accomplishments,
along with problems we currently face in the data. In addition, we provide some directions
of solving these problems and future plans of this study.
• Summary of current accomplishments: We manage to carry out the implementation
of representing microbial reference genomes, identifying and quantifying organisms
in the samples (in Chapter 3).
• Problems that we faced and have not solved: there are two issues, that is (1) GSM
collecting and (2) problem with simulation and evaluation tools.
• Potential solutions and directions: First, in order to obtain a good set of GSMs,
reference genomes should have high quality. Secondly, to solve the problem of
simulation, which is about biological adjustment, we need to have enough
information from other researches which propose relative abundance of frequent
microbial genomes among individuals of the cohort. It is necessary to look into
recent simulation tools.
5.1

Summary of current accomplishments
In this thesis, we introduced an alignment-free method for metagenomic profiling

using Ggenomic Specific Markers. First, it collects characteristics of reference genomes,
which are GSMs, and build the index matrix with those markers. Second, it can be used
for accurate identification of organismic abundance in metagenomic samples by solving
linear equations, which are built from markers’ frequencies. Our method also reflects one
of the current challenges in metagenomics, that is sample contamination. The accuracy of
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our method is higher than other FOCUS, RAIphy and CLARK. Even when samples are
highly contaminated, our method achieved superior accuracy.
Our method was implemented using the Go programming language1 , which
supports concurrency. using goroutines and channels. However, there still has many
rooms for our method to be improved, as shown in Table 4.4, the running time of our
method (GSM) was slower than FOCUS and CLARK, but faster than RAIphy. Our
implementation is currently unpolished and still consists of several intermediate steps for
analysis, future versions of the tool will expectedly be faster.
5.2

Problems that we faced and have not solved
As other existing methods, GSM depends on a database of microbial reference

genomes, therefore, reference genomes with low quality may affect the accuracy. In
reference genome, GSMs are not uniformly distributed, there would exist some parts of
the genome where no GSM occurs. Moreover, there still exists many microorganisms in
the environment are not yet sequenced, those unsequenced genomes may also contain
some GSMs identical to those sequenced genomes or may not contain any GSM, which
may lead to false detection. Increasing GSM length could solve the problem of having no
GSM or few GSM, but this requires computational resources and time to run on a huge
database as a trade off. Currently we are doing exact match on counting GSM in the
sample, but as we know, reads have errors, that is the reason why our accuracy is still low,
compare to MetaPhlAn, since some GSMs may be overcounted or undercounted, which
leads to a biased estimation in linear equation. Therefore, collecting good GSM for the
index is important, as well as finding appropriate length for GSM.
For method validation, since there is no ground truth on abundance for the real
samples, we have to use simulated sample. Currently, we generated data by assigning
random abundance, therefore, our simulated sample doesn’t reflect the real relative
abundance of microbial genomes in the cohort as real samples. Existing research by Qin
1

http://golang.org/
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et al.[30] on human gut microbial catalogue showed that there exists a common set of
microbial species, as known as common core, in the cohort; suggesting that there would
have some relative abundance distributions in the real samples.
5.3

Potential solutions and directions
One potential solution for the problem of having too few GSM and non-uniform

distribution is to select a number of non-unique markers along the reference genome, so
that not only the number of markers are enough, but also those markers can be uniformly
distributed.
It is necessary to have biological adjustment in simulated sample, so that it reflects
similarity with real samples. This would help in validating the proposed method when
testing with real samples.
5.4

Conclusion
This thesis presents a simple algorithm to build an index for microbial reference

genomes and an alignment-free approach to identify and quantify organisms in
metagenomic samples.
The problems that we experienced have provided more insight in our future
experiment designs. One of the solutions that we consider would be to add some
non-unique markers into the index. This solution would help solving not only the
problems of having too few GSMs in a reference genome, but also problem of
non-uniform distribution of GSMs.
Presently, our program does not support higher level of taxonomy than strain. And
the code is also not optimized. We would like to have more analysis in data and algorithm
to achieve better performance, as well as accuracy.
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